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Aim and contents of the work

The significance of the water shortage problem

.
The significance of the water shortage problem

Its relevance with our (geographical) areas – theIts relevance with our (geographical) areas the
problem and the opportunity

The optimisation approach for the water
resources managementresources management

Our work in the fieldOur work in the field

h i iWhy water issues in a RES 
conference? 



Water shortage: a global problemWater shortage: a global problem

Water is a key resource and its efficient use and Water is a key resource and its efficient use and 
allocation are critical to sustainable development. 

B  2030 t l t 60% f th  ld l ti  ill f  By 2030 at least 60% of the world population will face 
water shortage problems 



Water and Energy relationships

Water and energy in engineered and natural
systems are intricately linked.

Water is needed to generate energy and energy is
d dneeded to generate water.

i i h l ll llMany engineering approaches apply equally well
to both resources.

Both resources are limited.

Sometimes the problems may be
l d hsolved together.





Water Resources Management  Water Resources Management… 

Encourages planning and management on a naturalEncourages planning and management on a natural
water systems basis through a dynamic process that
adapts to changing conditions;

Balances competing uses of water through efficient
allocation that addresses social values, cost
effectiveness, and environmental benefits and costs;

Promotes water conservation, reuse, source protection

and supply development to enhance water quality and
quantity; andq y;

Protects and supports as much as possible

h i bili f hthe sustainability of the Resource



The spatial and temporal dimensionThe spatial and temporal dimension
of the Water Resources Management

Various complex and continuously varyingp y y g
parameters determine the solution of the
problem.p

The ‘optimal’ solution changes according to thep g g
time, the place, the conditions.

Therefore, the use of a properly
designed Decision Support System DSSg pp y
is of paramount importance.



The significance of the problem in ourThe significance of the problem in our
places

The south and east Mediterranean, the Arab
t i ( h ) f i i tcountries (…here) are facing serious water

shortage problems.

Therefore, ideas, experiences
d ff t i thi di ti ldand efforts in this direction could

be very useful and essential.



What type of problems areWhat type of problems are
encountered?

Traditionally many academics, researchers and
titi i l d i th d l t fpractitioners are involved in the development of

either generic or specific solution approaches for
th ti l i i t h tthe continuously increasing water shortage
problem.

Modelling, simulation and
optimisation have been somep
of the methods that have
been exploited.p



The modelling and optimisation approach in 
the Water Resources Management

Optimization methods have been used in 
most areas of engineering  business  and most areas of engineering, business, and 
sciences for decision-making purposes.

In recent years, various planning problems 
  l  h(e.g. energy planning) have

been addressed combining g
simulation models with
mathematical optimisation. mathematical optimisation. 



The complexity of the WRM problemThe complexity of the WRM problem

The water resources management problems are very
complex, requiring to take into account a wide
spectrum of parameters and dealing with ratherspectrum of parameters and dealing with rather
complex natural systems.

Usually there are conflicting demands by various users
and conflicting objectives in the solution of the problem
itself.

The environmental and sustainability considerationsThe environmental and sustainability considerations
that need to be included in any optimisation effort are

also very difficult to quantifyalso very difficult to quantify.



The main advantages of the The main advantages of the 
optimisation approach 

Therefore, generic optimisation models are very useful
in the water resources management since they canin the water resources management since they can
accommodate various objectives of the water system as
well as any type of technical of physical constraint.well as a y type o tec cal o p ys cal co st a t.

The resulting optimisation models (linear or integer
programming, multicriteria optimisation) are usuallyprogramming, multicriteria optimisation) are usually
solved using optimisation solvers.

These optimisation models are included in DecisionThese optimisation models are included in Decision
Support Systems facilitating any decision maker in
various strategic and/or operational decisions.



Some more characteristics of the 
optimisation approach 

Inspite of its profound merits, the optimisation
approach has difficulties, especially because of the very
large size (thousands of variables and constraints) of thelarge size (thousands of variables and constraints) of the
mathematical models, resulting from a significant
representation of the system.representation of the system.

In addition, sometimes stochastic models are required
to represent reliably and correctly the uncertainty into represent reliably and correctly the uncertainty in
many system parameters.

Finally the sustainability considerations are difficultFinally, the sustainability considerations are difficult
to be included in an economic objective function.



and the limitations…  

Therefore, inspite of the very interesting and generic
h h t i fi ll d i l i ifiapproach, what is finally done is solving specific

problems in specific areas with rather well known
characteristics and quantifiable parameterscharacteristics and quantifiable parameters.

On the other hand, the ‘optimal’
solution depends on who is solving thep g
problem. For example, the criterion for
the optimisation may be the profit
maximisation for a private water
company or the overall maximisation of
the water ‘value’ in its uses (for a
municipality, a govermenetal
organisation, etc.)



Our work in the field Our work in the field 

In our labs we have been involved in
various R&D projects in many different
aspects of water resources optimizationaspects of water resources optimization,
e.g

Optimisation of water systems planning
Water recycling and reuseWater recycling and reuse
RES based desalination
Integrated systems for

water and energy needswater and energy needs



Water Systems Optimisation in Areas with Limited 
Water ResourcesWater Resources



On going research 

Development of a
mathematical model for the
optimisation of water systems in
case of limited availability.

Development of a Decision
Support System to support
decisions on water supply and

ll iwater allocation

Novel feature: the so called
‘ l ’ f t b i g‘value’ of water being
determined by the sustainability
of the resource and its final use

.. Setting in fact a set of
priorities in its supply sources
and usesand uses.



Integrated Water Resources Management for 
ifi  specific areas

Analysis and design ofAnalysis and design of
water supply and
demand for Cyprusdemand for Cyprus.
Design of integrated
solutionsolution.



Development of methods and tools for the 
optimal evaluation of water and energy 

infrastructure projects p j

This R&D work aims to the
d l t fdevelopment of a
methodology for evaluating
diff t lt tidifferent alternative
solutions for different water

d land energy supply
infrastructure projects in

ifi hi lspecific geographical
regions, taking into account

i tvarious parameters.



Feasibility of water recycling and reuse from 
wastewater treatment plants

Development of a method for investigating theDevelopment of a method for investigating the
feasibility of investing in tertiary treatment in
waste water treatment plants for water recyclingwaste water treatment plants for water recycling
and reuse. Exploitation of GIS.



Design of RES based Desalination Plants for 
Aegean islands 

Detailed analysis and design of RES basedDetailed analysis and design of RES based
desalination units for the Aegean islands with
specific water and energy demand profilesspecific water and energy demand profiles.



Energy and clean water coproduction in 
remote islands to face the intermittent 

character of the wind energygy
Development of the design of a system that meets
the electricity and water needs of a small tothe electricity and water needs of a small to
medium size island.



Conclusions and Discussion…

Water resources management remains a serious
and challenging problem because of theand challenging problem because of the
continuously increasing water deficit problems in
many areas of the planetmany areas of the planet.

Methods and tools being developed should take
i t t t i bilit id tiinto account sustainability considerations.

Research efforts in progress for the waterp g
resources optimisation can be an

interesting area for cooperation betweeninteresting area for cooperation between

regions facing similar problems.


